KIRKWOOD HALL
COMPREHENSIVE DESIGN, FASHION DESIGN, INTERIOR DESIGN, MERCHANDISING
130 S WOODLAWN AVE, BLOOMINGTON, IN 47405
BUILDING HOURS: 8AM–8PM

GROUND FLOOR
002 | Comprehensive Design Studio
014 | MAD LAB III Digital Fabrication
016 + 017 | Comprehensive Design Studios

FIRST FLOOR
100 | Faculty + Advisor Offices
112 + 116 | Merchandising Classrooms

SECOND FLOOR
201, 202, 215 + 216 | Interior Design Studios
208 | Design Materials Library
218 | Plotter Printer

THIRD FLOOR
302 | Fashion Illustration Studio
304 | Industrial Applications Studio
305 + 313 | Fashion Design Studios
306 + 312 | Dressing Rooms
318 | Fashion Textile Lab

FINE ARTS BUILDING
CERAMICS, DIGITAL ART, CREATIVE CORE, GRAPHIC DESIGN, METALS, PHOTOGRAPHY, FIBERS
1201 E 7TH ST, BLOOMINGTON, IN 47405
BUILDING HOURS: 8AM–8PM

GROUND FLOOR
015 | Lecture Hall
022 | Darkroom
003 | Lighting Studio
004 | Digital Photography Classroom

FIRST FLOOR
Lobby | Grunwald Gallery
121 | Friends of Art Bookshop
132 | Main Office
137 | Graphic Design Lab
141 | MAD LAB I Digital Fabrication
152 | Ceramics
173 | Creative Core: 3D Design
174 | Creative Core: Color
175 | Drawing Studio

SECOND FLOOR
203 | Metalsmithing + Jewelry Design Studio
215 | Computer Lab
230 | Fibers Studio
235 | Digital Art Studio
245 | Graphic Design Letterpress Studio

THIRD FLOOR
301 | Printmaking Studio
310 | Drawing Studio
318 + 320 | Painting Studios

MIES VAN DER ROHE BUILDING
ADMINISTRATION, BREAK-OUT ROOMS, FLEX CLASSROOMS
321 N. EAGLESON AVE, BLOOMINGTON, IN 47405
BUILDING HOURS: 7AM–7PM

STUDIO ARTS ANNEX
CERAMICS, FIBERS, PAINTING, PRINTMAKING, SCULPTURE
802 E 13TH ST, BLOOMINGTON, IN 47408
CURRENTLY NOT OPEN TO PUBLIC TOURS